Texas Pediatric Society
Resident, Fellow, and Medical Student 17th Annual E-Poster Contest
Awards presented and held in conjunction with the
Texas Pediatric Society 2020 Annual Meeting
October 15-18, 2020
Moody Gardens Hotel • Galveston, TX

* Evidence-Based Medicine and Quality Improvement
* Hypothesis-Driven Project
* Single or Multiple Case Presentation
* Medical Education Initiative

Children’s Advocacy encouraged under Evidence-Based Medicine and Hypothesis-Driven Project

WHAT TO INCLUDE ON POSTER:

• Title, author, and affiliation
• Abstract (one paragraph max)
• Background and purpose/objectives
• Description of intervention/study
• Results
• Conclusion(s)
• Most relevant references

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS:

• ONLY PowerPoint VERTICAL format accepted. Must use Standardized TPS Presentation Template online
• Submit entry by online application
• Font should be 12-point font or larger
• Scoring is based on these requirements using a “0” (poor) to 5-excellent scale. (A minimum score of 18 must be reached in each category to declare a winner.)
• Pediatric Faculty Advisor must be a member of TPS

ELIGIBILITY:

• Contest is open to medical students, residents, and fellows who are enrolled in a Texas medical school or Texas residency/fellow program AND are current TPS members.
• Are you in your final year? You still qualify! We will need preferred future contact info to notify you.
• Co-authorship from other specialties and faculty is permitted, but the primary author must be a medical student, or resident/fellow member of TPS.

Contest Information

* Poster applications are available online at http://txpeds.org/e-poster-contest.
* Deadline for presentations is no later than 8:00 AM, Monday May 18, 2020.
* Primary author may submit a presentation for each category, but not multiple for the same category.
* Submissions are judged by TPS members.
* Winning presentations will be announced and posted on the TPS website in July.

Winners Receive

Winning presentations will be recognized and awarded on
October 17, 2020 at the TPS Annual Awards Luncheon.

Prizes listed below will be awarded to the primary author only in EACH of the four categories.

1st Place and Honorable Mention will be printed on a banner and displayed at the TPS Annual Meeting.

1st Place:
• $200
• Travel expenses to (up to $250) to meeting
• Complimentary meeting registration

Honorable Mention:
• $100
• Complimentary meeting registration

If you are not currently a TPS member then, please visit http://www.txpeds.org/join-tps to complete a membership application. Medical student membership dues are $15 per year and resident/fellow dues are $20.

Not sure if you’re a member? Contact Crystal, TPS Director of Member Services.

Contact Information:
Crystal Healey
Crystal.Healey@txpeds.org
(512) 370-1517
401 W. 15th St. Ste. 682
Austin, TX 78701